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1 Introduction 
 
For many years z/OS and DB2 system programmers have been fighting for memory: the first to 
defend the limited amount of memory available on the system, the latter to try to enlarge the DB2 
pools in order to improve performance.  
 
Thanks to the technological evolution this fight should make no sense anymore. A huge amount of 
memory is now available to the z/OS systems and subsystems and, with the z13 machines, the 
memory price has also become three times cheaper than the previous machine generation. 
 
However old habits are very difficult to change so it’s still pretty common to see DB2 subsystems 
suffering for lack of storage even if a lot of memory is available, and unused, in the z/OS system. 
 
It’s important to be aware that DB2 memory exploitation can provide:  

 better application performance; 
 reduced I/O activity; 
 reduced CPU consumptions. 

  
In this paper we will discuss the available measurement which can  be used to understand if  DBD, 
Skeleton pools, Global Dynamic Statement Cache and Buffer Pools performance can be improved 
by exploiting the available memory. 

 

2 DBD pool 
 
Database descriptors (DBDs) are the internal representation of DB2 database definitions. 
A DBD normally includes many objects (e.g. table space, index);  the number of objects determines 
the DBD size.  
 
When an SQL statement is executed, the referenced DBDs need to be available in the DBD pool; 
the following situations may occur: 

 DBDs are already in the DBD pool; it’s a hit; this is the best option for application 
performance; no I/O operations are required and there is no application delay;  

 DBDs are not in the DBD pool; it’s a miss; DBDs have to be loaded into the pool 
performing some I/O operations with consequent application delay; 

 DBDs are not in the DBD pool; if the pool is full and the LRU algorithm is not able to free 
any space for the new DBDs because all the DBDs in the pool are active, a DBD failure 
occurs and the application ends in error. 
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DBD failures should be avoided; if they happen it’s strongly suggested that you increase the DBD 
pool size. The number of failures is provided in the QISEDFAL metric.    
 
For the hit ratio you should aim for values higher than 95% (possibly very close to 100%). 
In the table in Figure 1 you see an example of a well sized DBD pool.  
 

 
Figure 1 

    
The DBD pool in this example has a size of more than 180.000 pages and it’s used more than 95%. 
 
All the metrics used in Figure 1 are provided by the DB2 statistics trace and collected in IFCID 2 
(SMF 100). They are1: 
 

DBD REQUESTS  Total DBD requests. QISEDBDG  

DBD NOT IN POOL  Total DBD miss requests. QISEDBDL  

DBD FOUND IN POOL  Total DBD hit requests. QISEDBDG - QISEDBDL  

DBD % HIT RATIO  
Total DBD hit requests / (Total DBD hit 
requests + Total DBD miss requests).  

calculated value  

Figure 2 
 
The number of 4K pages allocated for the DBD pool is provided by the QISEDPGE metric while 
the number of free pages is provided by QISEDFRE. 
 
The percentage of utilization of the DBD pool can be calculated as: 
 

QISEDPGE - QISEDFRE 
--------------------------------- 

QISEDPGE 
 
High DBD pool utilization it’s not an issue unless combined with failures or low hit ratio. 
Low DBD pool utilization indicates a waste of storage.  
 
 

                                                 
1 From the EPV for DB2 Help System 
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3 Skeleton pool 
 
The Skeleton pool caches Skeleton Cursor Tables (SKCT) for plans and Skeleton Package Tables 
(SKPT) for packages, in order to speed up SQL statements execution. 
In this document we will only discuss SKPT because they are nowadays much more relevant for 
application performance2. 
 
When an application needs to execute a package, the required sections of the package have to be 
available in the Skeleton pool3; the following situations may occur: 

 package sections are already in the Skeleton pool; so it’s a hit; this is the best option for 
application performance; no I/O operations are required and there is no application delay;  

 package sections are not in the Skeleton pool; so it’s a miss; they have to be loaded into the 
pool performing some I/O operations with consequent application delay; 

 package sections are not in the Skeleton pool; if the pool is full and the LRU algorithm is 
not able to free any space for the new sections because all the objects in the pool are active; 
so a Skeleton pool failure occurs and the application ends in error. 

 
Skeleton pool failures should be avoided; if they happen it’s strongly suggested that you increase 
the Skeleton pool size. The number of failures is provided in the QISEKFAL metric.    
 
For the hit ratio you should aim for values higher than 95% (possibly very close to 100%). 
In the table in Figure 1 you see an example of a bad sized DBD pool.  
As you can see the Package Table hit ratio is too low. Values lower than 95% are highlighted with a 
pink background. 
 

EDM ACTIVITY 8 9 10 11 12
CT REQUESTS 806.139 732.853 787.458 677.092 609.382

CT NOT IN POOL 17.444 15.575 14.168 13.453 12.781
CT FOUND IN POOL 788.695 717.278 773.290 663.638 596.602
CT % HIT RATIO 98 98 98 98 98

PT REQUESTS 29.223.619 25.861.610 30.092.847 23.316.594 20.984.935
PT NOT IN POOL 3.747.422 3.122.852 2.928.491 2.926.664 3.336.396

PT FOUND IN POOL 25.476.197 22.738.758 27.164.357 20.389.931 17.648.538
PT % HIT RATIO 87 88 90 87 84  

Figure 3 
 
The Skeleton pool in this example has a size of only 4.000 pages and it’s used close to 100%. It’s 
size should be increased in order to improve the hit ratio. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
2 Since DB2 V10 all DBRMs have to be bound into packages. 
3 A thread-specific copy of the package will then be created into the agent local pool storage;  if a given package is 
allocated to 5 threads, there will be 5 copies of the package in the agent local pool storage of the DBM1 AS. 
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All the metrics used in Figure 3 are provided by the DB2 statistics trace and collected in IFCID 2 
(SMF 100). They are4: 
 

FIELD  DESCRIPTION  SOURCE  

CT REQUESTS  Total Cursor Table requests. QISECTG  

CT NOT IN POOL  Total Cursor Table miss requests. QISECTL  

CT FOUND IN 
POOL  

Total Cursor Table hit requests. QISECTG - QISECTL  

CT % HIT RATIO  
Total Cursor Table hit requests / (Total Cursor 
Table hit requests + Total Cursor Table miss 
requests).  

calculated value  

 

FIELD  DESCRIPTION  SOURCE  

PT REQUESTS  Total Package Table requests. QISEKTG  

PT NOT IN POOL  Total Package Table miss requests. QISEKTL  

PT FOUND IN 
POOL  

Total Package Table hit requests. QISEKTG - QISEKTL  

PT % HIT RATIO  
Total Package Table hit requests / (Total Cursor 
Table hit requests + Total Cursor Table miss 
requests).  

calculated value  

Figure 4 
 
The number of 4K pages allocated for the Skeleton pool is provided by the QISEKPGE metric 
while the number of free pages is provided by QISEKFRE. 
 
The percentage of utilization of the Skeleton pool can be calculated as: 
 

QISEKPGE - QISEKFRE 
--------------------------------- 

QISEKPGE 
 
High Skeleton pool utilization it’s not an issue unless combined with failures or low hit ratio. 
Low Skeleton pool utilization indicates a waste of storage.  
 
 

In the second part of this paper we will discuss the measurements available which can be used to 
understand if Global Dynamic Statement Cache and Buffer Pools performance can be improved by 

exploiting the available memory. 
 

  

                                                 
4 From the EPV for DB2 Help System 


